‘We opened the door [too] much’: The challenging desecuritisation of Colombian refugees in Ecuador
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Abstract
This article explores the analytical trajectory of desecuritisation strategies in the Global South through the case of Colombian refugees in Ecuador (2005–12). It maps desecuritisation strategies and their enabling and constraining factors against the backdrop of an entrenched infiltration discourse and an emerging rights-based discourse. The analysis of speeches, interviews, and policies demonstrates that governmental elites set in motion more transformative strategies when regional identity and emigration are raised in the political agenda. However, critical developments such as bilateral tensions and the lack of audience support sway desecuritisation towards more managerial strategies and ultimately, to resecuritisation. Shifting the empirical application of desecuritisation to this South American setting reveals the transformational capacity of desecuritisation strategies and reiterates the decisive role of the audience.
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Introduction
The age of (securitised) migration has been gaining traction. From the inhumane living conditions in ‘refugee camps’ across the European Union (EU) and the externalisation programme between the United Kingdom and Rwanda to Mexico’s restrictive response to the Migrant Caravan, examples of the security–migration nexus abound. However, an unprecedented counter-narrative emerged in South America, providing fertile ground to explore desecuritisation. In 2007 and 2008, South American nations took a turn in migration policy discourse, placing the humanity of migrant persons at the heart of migratory policies and vouching to prioritise the full exercise of migrants’ rights.1 The regional position condemned criminalisation, xenophobia, discrimination, and mass deportations2 and translated the seemingly welcoming approach to domestic initiatives in a piecemeal fashion.3 Ecuador, for instance, abolished visas for all nationalities and integrated the rights-based approach at the constitutional level, becoming ‘one of the most accessible countries
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in the world.\textsuperscript{4}\, This shift offers a promising context to explore desecuritisation against particular understandings of society, belonging, and identity, expanding the security–migration nexus beyond the Global North.

The Copenhagen School’s (CS) securitisation theory (ST) emerged in the 1990s as a proposal to widen the concept of security to non-traditional issues, including migration and identity. The theory provided a constructivist explanation of how an issue becomes a security threat. While in the past, the consensus was that desecuritisation was underdeveloped, recent literature has advanced our understanding of this process. Conceptually, scholars have actively explored how desecuritisation operates. For instance, desecuritisation can be read as a modality of contestation,\textsuperscript{5} the reconciliation of enemies through memory,\textsuperscript{6} and the management,\textsuperscript{7} reconstruction,\textsuperscript{8} or transformation of identities\textsuperscript{9} – particularly in the societal sector.\textsuperscript{10} Studies have also debated whether desecuritisation, like securitisation, can operate through speech,\textsuperscript{11} and how we can best capture the interactive relationship between securitisation and desecuritisation.\textsuperscript{12} These efforts have been paired with empirical analyses focused on the (de)securitisation of migration and identity.\textsuperscript{13} Despite the growing curiosity that desecuritisation has sparked, there are avenues to continue exploring. Notably, the existing work addressing desecuritisation strategies has provided guidelines for application drawing from Western prescriptions of society, belonging, and ‘Othering’. In a similar vein, empirical studies of desecuritisation in the societal sector suffer from a geographical bias, as they predominantly focus on the Global North, mainly Europe, the United States, and Canada. In spite of prominent exceptions,\textsuperscript{14} there is an opportunity to continue exploring desecuritisation beyond the Global North.

While Global South societies are not homogeneous or fixed, the usage of the term highlights the hierarchical relations of power in relation to the ‘North’.\textsuperscript{15} Stemming from the principle of
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uneven power relations and calls for additional studies beyond the North, this article’s empirical investigation of the desecuritisation of Colombian refugees in Ecuador (2005–12) brings important conceptual insights into how societies experiencing South–South migratory movements construct the boundaries of the ‘Other’. I contend that the construction of Self–Other identities, imbued in desecuritisation strategies, are embedded and informed by three factors: colonial legacies, histories of migration, and regional identity discourses. The latter analytical move will allow us to recalibrate the balance from Global North understandings of society, which constitute the basis of desecuritisation processes in the migration domain. As Balzacq et al. and Côté recognise, empirical enquiries have the potential to invigorate the development of (de)securitisation, besides the mere adoption of concepts.

The article investigates the following questions: how do desecuritisation strategies operate? How do audiences interact with desecuritisation strategies? And what factors enable or constrain the vulnerability of strategies? To operationalise desecuritisation, I apply Lene Hansen’s strategies of stabilisation, replacement, and rearticulation. The focus of the strategies is Hansen’s level 2 of analysis, conducting an in-depth empirical evaluation of the trajectory of a desecuritisation case study. Aware of and because of the Western underpinnings in Hansen’s framework, this work unpacks the colonial foundations of society, the role of migration to this end, regional discourses on identity and belonging, and security understandings, bringing to light the particularities of South American societal security dynamics. It is worth noting that practices of security are not reducible to the features of specific empirical contexts. To imagine a contextual influence on security practices is one thing; to drain rules from content because of context matters, is quite another. As suggested by Vuori, empirical explorations challenging the literature’s Western bias need to retain some basic rules in order to identify a securitisation and desecuritisation instance and avoid conceptual stretching. Thus, the article analyses the process of desecuritisation, understanding it as inter-subjective and open, engaging (de)securitising actors and audiences, against regional and national understandings of society and identity.

This empirical endeavour constitutes a valuable exercise for the literature on (de)securitisation strategies and societal security and migration, especially bolstering the studies of the CS framework ‘on tour’ beyond the Global North. Conceptually, it brings additional understandings of societal security to desecuritisation strategies by analysing a post-colonial society, recently democratised, with a developing regional identity, and where security has a particular history of military abuses and repression. Empirically, this work yields fruitful comparative insights. While this work is by no means prescriptive and it does not generalise its findings to every Global South scenario, it does provide relevant lessons and a desecuritisation path for other ‘South–South’ studies beyond South America, where ‘welcoming’ positions to refugees have been documented (e.g. Turkey’s pro-refugee approach post-2011) and where regional understandings of generosity/hospitality are at play (e.g. karam in Middle Eastern societies). Further, this work reveals the extent to which the desecuritisation of refugees in South America differs (or not) from Global North experiences, expanding the existing literature.
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The article is structured in six sections. I will first address the theoretical framework, followed by an overview of South America’s identity, society, and belonging. I will then address the methodology in the fourth section to set the scene for the empirical analysis in the fifth. The final section discusses the findings and provides concluding remarks.

**Theoretical framework**

**Securitisation and desecuritisation**

According to the CS, security is constructed when an actor with enough social capital declares that an issue is a threat and dictates emergency measures accordingly, with the approval of an audience.\(^22\) The framework offers the possibility of constructing security issues in the political, environmental, societal, and economic sectors, in addition to the military sector. Drawing from speech act theory, securitisation gave prevalence to verbal forms of communication to transform an issue into a security concern. Security, from this lens, is a self-referential practice where ‘the utterance itself is the act’.\(^23\) However, securitisation is also an *intersubjective process* in which the securitising actor and audience engage in an exchange to establish a shared understanding of threats. Here lies the centrality of the audience: without their acquiescence, the actor’s attempt to securitise remains a securitising move.\(^24\) As much as it is possible to invest an issue as a security matter, it is also possible to move the issue away from such terms, via desecuritisation.\(^25\)

Once an issue has been securitised, there is a transition from ‘normalcy’ into emergency mode. Normalcy happens in a public sphere of openness, bargaining, and deliberation where the usual course of politics takes place.\(^26\) For Wæver, desecuritisation is about returning the issue to the realm of normalcy because ‘transcending a security problem by politicizing it cannot happen through thematization in security terms, only away from such terms’.\(^27\) The means to downgrade an issue from securitisation into the normal sphere is by adopting public policy, governmental decision-making, resource allocations, or communal governance.\(^28\) Hence, desecuritisation downgrades a security issue to ‘normalcy’. Pondering the normative implications of securitisation and desecuritisation,\(^29\) the CS highlighted the potential of desecuritisation as a more optimal long-term, ‘ideal’, and ‘effective’ process.\(^30\)

Contemporary studies of desecuritisation have expanded its scope. For instance, according to Huysmans, desecuritisation has a transformative capacity, ‘unmaking’ institutionalised and public portrayals of threatening images and altering the organisation of the political.\(^31\) For Balzacq, desecuritisation is one modality of contestation. The assumption is that when there are crises of legitimacy, other ideas and principles can disrupt, transform, or even radically dismantle security practices. Desecuritisation is a mechanism to challenge security formations and their dominant register of meaning, its legality, and/or consent.\(^32\) What desecuritisation is, however, is not to be confused with its *outcome* or *how* it unfolds. Desecuritisation could have as an outcome the politicisation or depoliticisation of an issue.\(^33\) Yet desecuritisation itself ‘is not an outcome or a
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state of affairs, but rather it is a sum of actions which is to say a process (e.g., it involves the unmaking of security practice) that has a desecuritized state of affairs as its outcome.\textsuperscript{34} Understanding desecuritisation as a process opens the enquiry to interactions with securitisation, as logically one needs to securitise an issue in order to desecuritise it. Thus, securitisation and desecuritisation moves interact in a ‘political game’, as a set of tactics or strategies.\textsuperscript{35}

Desecuritisation strategies respond to the question of how one desecuritises an issue. This article follows Hansen’s strategies of stabilisation, replacement, and rearticulation.\textsuperscript{36} Hansen’s updated reading of Wæver’s change through stabilisation describes it as slowly moving an issue out of the security discourse, allowing for ‘a less militaristic, less violent and hence more genuinely political form of engagement’.\textsuperscript{37} Through interactions, it is expected that the constructed image of the issue will eventually change.\textsuperscript{38} Stabilisation is to activate a non-threatening identity of the ‘Other’ even when the broader challenge such as increased migration flows is still ongoing.\textsuperscript{39}

The second strategy is replacement. Here, desecuritisation is ‘the combination of one issue moving out of security while another is simultaneously securitised’.\textsuperscript{40} The dilemma in replacement is whether a simultaneous securitisation is inevitable. Some scholars such as Behnke would subscribe to the view that once an issue ‘fades’ from the security realm, another is securitised because political communities require the Other to exist. When taking this position ‘one needs to look more closely to which forms of otherness appear and disappear, and what this implies for the public sphere’.\textsuperscript{41} Taking refugees as an example, replacement swaps refugees as a threat for a different issue or group of foreign Others. In replacement, security dilemmas endure, and hence conflicts remain unresolved, increasing the likelihood of resecuritisations.

In addition to replacement, providing a political solution can strip the security label from an issue. In rearticulation, identities transform outside the friend–enemy distinction, since bargaining and dialogue open the public sphere. Rearticulating an issue entails the ‘fundamental transformations of the public sphere, and of the identity and interests of Selves and Others, that this in itself offers an antidote against new securitisations’.\textsuperscript{42} Consequently, the public sphere (dialogue/bargaining) and the identities of ‘Selves and Others’ go through fundamental changes to the point of shredding the antagonistic identity of the ‘Other’. This transformation of the enemy implies transforming the Self: a desecuritisation that (re)creates both identities as practices occur, while transforming their interests. Given the transformation of enemy relations of rearticulation, it might be assumed that resecuritisations are less likely. The rearticulation strategy functions, for instance, when calling for a referendum or establishing a new political agenda to reframe the securitised issue. The strategy applied to the societal sector brings promises to the possibility of maintaining non-adversarial forms of identity\textsuperscript{43} and transforming and politicising the refugee label in non-security terms.\textsuperscript{44} Despite the merits of rearticulation, it implies a finality: the end of securitisation.
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and its threat associations, overlooking the dynamic quality of politics.\textsuperscript{45} Identifying the end of a conflict represents a challenge in empirical studies analysing rearticulation.

(De)securitisation devices, agents, and audience

Securitisation, as originally coined, is a matter of language. The consensus has been, however, that such a position paints a limited view. Thus, sociological readings have posited that securitisation operates through an ensemble of discursive and non-discursive tools that are social, political, and technical.\textsuperscript{46} The repertoire to securitise has significantly expanded to include silence, images, technologies, databases, biometrics, practices, policies, institutional arrangements, and physical actions.\textsuperscript{47} In terms of desecuritisation, there is controversy over the use of language and the risk of resecuritisation. In Behnke’s view, it is dangerous to declare that a particular issue or subject is not a security threat as it ‘opens up a “language game” in which more often than not the correctness of the declaration, its implications and consequences become the topic of further debate. Hence, the issue or actor never leaves the discourse on security within which the securitization embedded it.’\textsuperscript{48} From this perspective, denying a nexus with security does not escape the possibility of a potential security connection, which leads Behnke to conclude that desecuritisation can only take place through the absence of speech.\textsuperscript{49} However, empirical investigations have argued otherwise. For Vuori, explicit declarations count as a desecuritising move, and ‘whether or not something is successfully desecuritised may perhaps depend on a withering away, but this withering may begin with active moves.’\textsuperscript{50} This article concerns primarily the process of desecuritisation; thus, it adheres to Vuori’s position, recognising speeches, policies, physical actions, institutional arrangements, and technologies as possible tools for both processes.

(De)securitisation processes are intersubjective, engaging various agents. The (de)securitising agent is someone with social capital, holding a salient role in a community.\textsuperscript{51} Although securitisation can manifest ‘from below’,\textsuperscript{52} the state is still a pivotal actor in migratory issues. In South America, for instance, the executive branch regulates migration via presidential decrees,\textsuperscript{53} reiterating the importance of governmental actors. In the CS model, the audience should approve the arguments presented by the securitising agent, separating a securitisation move from a completed securitisation.\textsuperscript{54} Given its central role, scholars have refined the scope of the audience, agreeing that audiences are not homogeneous, fixed, or passive.\textsuperscript{55}
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From other perspectives, the existence and decisiveness of the audience are questioned. For instance, when securitisation is read through the logic of routine, constructing security is an ongoing process of bureaucratic, everyday practices linking security professionals, private companies, new institutions, and technologies. It is through these practices that the securitisation of an issue takes place, and thus, a sanctioning audience is not needed. Yet the logic of routine can coexist with the logic of urgency. Choosing one logic over the other would present an ‘incomplete picture’, particularly in the remit of migration. In Bourbeau’s account of the securitisation of migration in France, he finds that both logics share analytical grounds. Critical moments, captured discursively, can point at shifts in recurrent everyday practices, and security routines illuminate how critical junctures (or emergency declarations) translate into ‘lasting legacies’.

Other studies acknowledge the existence of an audience but question its decisiveness. For instance, Floyd contends that the decisive factor in a successful securitisation is action – a change in the behaviour of the securitising actor or their designated agent, rather than speech. In this light, a “successful” securitization is the implementation of security policy into practice. The only relevant agents are the securitising actor and someone instructed to act by the latter. As success is determined by action, the audience does not play a decisive role in securitisation. Recently, Floyd has recognised that only functional actors, rather than audiences, can veto securitisation moves. Although Floyd acknowledges that securitisation is intersubjective, intersubjectivity is limited mainly to a securitising actor and an implementer, and secondarily to functional actors vetoing moves on behalf of others.

However, existing scholarship demonstrates that securitisation as a process involves forming a broader consensus – whichever shape this takes – on who or what is perceived as a threat. As posited by Balzacq, securitisation has a socially binding dimension, since its practices respond to widely accepted values beyond the worldviews of the securitising agent and implementer. Thus, there should be enough people believing that this is the best way to secure what they commonly value. Consent is necessary to implement measures and for the public to comply with the implications of the latter. The manifestation of consent, therefore, comes from ‘empowered’ sectors of society with a direct connection to the issue and the ability to enable the securitising actor to adopt the measures to tackle the threat. A way to operationalise the audience is Balzacq’s conceptualisation of moral and formal support. Formal support refers to the official decisions taken by public institutions (e.g. ministries, parliament, and congress), while moral support refers to the general public. The notions of formal and moral audiences serve a key purpose for studies on
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migration, where societal views on belonging and security shape public opinion, party politics, and policymaking.69

Consent gives legitimacy to security practices, but ‘it is not all or nothing; in fact, it is more productive to characterize security legitimacy as a continuum. Therein lies the organic vulnerability of security practices, whatever the conventions of a specific context.”70 If confidence in practices is lost in a crisis of legitimacy, a window of vulnerability opens, allowing contestation to take place.71 In the same way that consent is crucial to establishing a shared understanding of the threat and its legitimacy, the views of relevant audiences are pivotal to endorsing contestation. This article analyses a specific mode of contestation, desecuritisation, in a Global South case study. To apply desecuritisation beyond the Global North, it is vital to first address societal security and its ‘Western’ bias, followed by the underlying factors that shape the identities of Self and Other in South America.

Another stop in the (de)securitisation ‘tour’: Identity, society, and belonging in South America

This article builds on Wilkinson’s ‘on tour’ analysis of securitisation to unpack questions of society, belonging, and identity in a Global South region. To this end, I will first turn to societal security as the cornerstone of (de)securitising migratory issues. The concept relies upon identity construction and preservation and delineates the boundaries of membership and belonging. Security, in terms of identity, defines what ‘we are, how and why one is part of a group, thus creating the sense of belonging’.72 Thus, a society that loses its identity will not survive because “we will no longer be us”, no longer the way we were or we ought to be, to be true to our “identity”.73 From this perspective, a society holds a ‘high degree of social inertia, continuity across generations, strong infrastructure of norms, and values and institutions’.74 The existential threats jeopardising society take the shape of migratory movements, culturally dominant neighbouring countries, and secessionist regional projects.75 As posited by Wilkinson, the theory’s understanding of the state, society, and identity derives from a Euro–US American point of view and suggests that their model of state and political culture can be universally applied.76 In this vein, identities are anchored to the state, establishing an overlapping relationship between citizenship, nationhood, and ethnicity, all of which determine who are the members of society.77 Buzan et al.’s narrow understanding of society overlooks that stability, cohesion, and continuity might not be experienced in the same manner in other contexts.78 Further, it is not so much about the absence or lack of experience of continuity, stability, and societal cohesion but rather how some societies have been constructed based on disruption, violence, and the creation of hierarchical identities, as has happened through colonial projects. Acknowledging that gender and race, embedded in colonial histories, are structural conditions of (de)securitisation is one way in which the framework can ‘save itself’.79 The latter is vital to unpacking Self and
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Other relations in South America and in Ecuador in particular, which underpin the construction of a security threat, and thereby its desecuritisation.

As part of the territories colonised in the Americas by the Spanish crown, South American states, albeit different, share a common history of colonialism and hierarchical identities. Colonisation brought an ‘unbridgeable gap’ between whiter populations and Indigenous and Afrodescendant peoples ascribed as ‘Others’. In the 19th century, white creoles (criollos) sought independence to achieve political and economic autonomy. Accordingly, the structure of governance and nation-building discourses highlighted the common thread between civilisation and Europeanisation. Through mestizaje (racial mixing), elites mobilised the idea of national unity while diluting Indigenous and Afrodescendant identities from the imagined nation. Thus, independence shaped the polity but in relation to Europe, and governance meant bringing to the new republics (European) civilisation, turning immigration into an instrument.

An open approach to immigration is not a contemporary invention in the region. For instance, post-independence, regimes liberalised migration policy in selective terms, welcoming Europeans as desirable Others or ‘agents of civilisation’ while restricting the arrival of non-white foreigners. This open position also applied to European refugees fleeing the world wars. Chimni’s myth of difference accurately illustrates this constructed image of the ‘normal’ refugee Other of the time, ‘white, male and anti-communist’. As the Cold War advanced, the US influence in Latin American countries fed restrictive views towards migration. National security required tackling the internal enemy, and to this end, repression, forced disappearances, and persecution were mobilised. In this context, political refugees started seeking protection outside the region, and migration laws followed the national security doctrine. The aim at the time was to deter arrivals and control foreign populations within the territories. Power relations between countries in the region and hegemonic actors fundamentally defined the meaning of security, impacting the way foreign Others and national Selves were constructed.

Regional identity discourses are another factor shaping the foreign Other. A paradigmatic example is seen during the post-neoliberal tide where regional identity became a tool to pursue integration. At the discursive level, left-wing governments championed the inclusion of migrant’s human rights at the core of their agenda, compiled in several South American declarations. However, the apparent openness was ambiguous towards South–South migrants from Africa, Asia, and the Caribbean. Public opinion embraced an open policy approach while rejecting ‘ethnically “unwelcome” immigrants’ from disadvantaged backgrounds. Against this backdrop of active identity construction, I will analyse the extent to which governmental elites can recast securitised Other identities, and if so, how.
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Methods

Securitisation scholars have positioned case-study analyses as the primary research strategy. The article brings to the fore a novel desecuritisation case study: Colombian refugees in Ecuador (2005–12). The rationale for this case selection is, first, that empirical studies on the (de)securitisation of migration have largely focused on Global North cases. Second, South America’s regional identity discourses during the ‘post-neoliberal’ tide generate interesting insights to explore governmental responses to refugees. Third, Ecuador is the main receiving country of Colombian refugees. It is important to acknowledge that although this case brings valuable findings to explorations of the framework in the Global South, it cannot be taken as a definite blueprint of (de)securitisation of (forced) migration. As Yin suggests, a case study is about analytic generalisation, where the findings apply to concrete situations rather than generalising to a universe of cases.

The present analysis provides a pathway of how desecuritisation operates empirically in the realm of forced migration, against South American and specifically Ecuadorian understandings of identity, society, and belonging. As such, the case could offer comparable lessons for recently democratised receiving states with a record of rights-based attitudes towards mobility and/or colonial relations with foreign actors.

According to Buzan et al., a security argument is a powerful instrument, and as such, ‘it is against its nature to be hidden’. Therefore, texts can be valuable sources in empirical analyses of (de)securitisation. Texts ‘should appear on the scene to battle with each other for primacy; thus, one does not need to read everything’. Consequently, the following analysis includes policies, reports, and political speeches as ‘central texts’ or ‘major instances’ of a (de)securitisation argument. The first step in the data collection was to compile a media and literature database. From this database, I was able to establish a timeline for the period under study and, accordingly, identify key speeches, policies, and legal instruments. I then searched the documents on the official sites of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Ministry of the Interior, the Presidency, and RefWorld. The policies sampled include general migration policy instruments, asylum-specific policies, executive decrees, and constitutional provisions.

In addition, the article analyses interviews with former civil servants and NGO/IO staff conducting migration-related activities. The interviews were collected in two rounds of fieldwork in 2018 and 2019 in Ecuador. The participants’ lived experiences are vital to identify practices that escape the formality of legal documents and public positions adopted by the government and are indicative of how the receiving society and other sectors of the government perceived (de)securitisation at the time, complementing existing survey data. The variety of sources will enhance the validity of the findings and triangulate, which mitigates the shortcomings of a single case.

To map the transition from securitisation to desecuritisation and the strategies applied by the Ecuadorian government, I conducted a three-step exercise. First, I conducted a thematic analysis from which three shifts in desecuritisation strategies emerged, expanded in Table 1 below. Second, I applied discourse analysis (DA) to extracts of speeches and interview data. DA is a suitable method to uncover ‘when and how something [or someone] is established as a security threat and by whom’ and how discourses from the past are related to present and future discourses.
As Balzacq remarks, this method has ‘impressive credentials’ and empirical studies have applied it to several issues, particularly migration. Through DA, I was able to identify (i) Self–Other identities, (ii) the power relations between governmental actors, audiences, and the Colombian refugee population, and (iii) past and emerging discourses. The third step involved linking the analysis to the elements comprising each of Hansen's strategies. Table 1 synthesises the three shifts identified in the data, and their aims, identities, rhetorical devices, and measures.

### Desecuritisation, strategies, and Colombian refugees in Ecuador

#### Securitisation of Colombian asylum seekers

Ecuador is a small state located in the north-west of South America and shares a 600 km porous border with Colombia. Against the backdrop of the Washington Consensus, and like other Latin American countries, Ecuador has experienced deep economic and political instability. In the 2000s, with a recently dollarised economy and constant social unrest, Ecuador became a key country of origin for the United States and Europe and the main receiver of refugees in the region. Emigration rates reached unprecedented levels, turning remittances into the second source of income after oil. Between 2 and 3 million Ecuadorians emigrated to the United States and Spain, representing 14 per cent of the economically active population and 12 per cent of the population. The emigration drivers were exacerbated poverty, extreme poverty, inflation, and unemployment.

The political landscape of the time was critical. From 1997 until 2005, seven presidents sat in office. In 1997, elected president Abdalá Bucaram was removed by the congress due
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to an alleged mental incapacity, and in 2000, Jamil Mahuad was removed by the army. In April 2005, the congress removed Lucio Gutiérrez Borbúa. All removals took place among mass protests, establishing an important precedent for future governments. Against the backdrop of several domestic crises, Colombian asylum seekers arrived in Ecuador. Although the shared border has historically been a binational space where Colombians and Ecuadorians work, transit, and live, in this case, displacement was forced due to the exacerbated violence of the conflict.

The government framed the arrival of asylum seekers primarily in security terms. An important aspect in this securitisation context is the existing image of Ecuador as an ‘island of peace’, which denied the presence of violence within Ecuadorian territory. The end of the territorial dispute between Ecuador and Peru in 1999 reinforced the idea that there were no more external enemies, and thus the ‘island of peace’ persisted in the imagination of the nation. The Self was an inhabitant of a ‘peaceful’ territory, untouched by surrounding violence in Peru and Colombia. Therefore, as early as 2002, the White Book of Defence recognised the Colombian conflict as the most concerning short-term and future security issue, and the forcibly displaced population as a consequential threat.

Once Gutiérrez’s term began in 2003, Colombians were framed as dangerous Others, an extension of the armed conflict. The joint Declaration between Ecuador and Colombia deployed urgent measures such as harsher entry requirements for Colombian nationals, requesting criminal records, prioritising voluntary returns, and setting up databases to cross-check ‘risky’ Colombian citizens who ‘act against the law and intend to cross the shared border’. The securitisation apparatus expanded and incorporated traditional security institutions such as the Ministries of the Interior and National Defence and the National Police of Ecuador and Colombia into migration-control duties. Similarly, routine practices included requesting additional documents such as the Colombian national identity card/Andean card and rejecting asylum applications without clear justification, conflicting with international protection instruments.

The government mobilised securitisation practices beyond the shared border by using economic arguments to conduct raids and limit the labour rights of Colombians. For the incumbent minister of foreign affairs, it was urgent to raise migration to ‘yellow alert’ as Colombians ‘snatched’ Ecuadorian jobs. Raids targeted working spaces, public spaces, and neighbourhoods. Consequently, deportations escalated from 480 in 2002 to 4,770 by 2004, of which the majority were Colombian nationals.

113 El Universo, ‘Comenzó control a extranjeros que trabajan en el país’, (1 July 2004) available at: [https://www.eluniverso.com/2004/07/01/0001/8/23FEA7C0B4B5B45518F778A91B5D4707D.html].
115 Javier Ponce Leiva, Historia comparada de las migraciones en las Américas (Quito: FLACSO Ecuador, 2005).
guerrilla men that are causing insecurity and violence in Ecuador will be prevented. The infiltration discourse comprised several measures to deter arrivals and control asylum seekers within the territory, constructing the Colombian Other as dangerous guerrilla men and/or criminals, and potential job competitors.

**Shift 1. Transformation of the migratory agenda: Constructing the emigrant Self and equal Colombian Asylum-Seeker Other**

The first shift identified in the data is the government's transformation of the migratory agenda, and its main aim was the recognition of rights for migrant populations. The main governmental actor is President Rafael Correa Delgado (2007–17), whose administration followed the post-neoliberal ideological trend of the region. Accordingly, Correa sought distance from the United States and International Financial Institutions, declared Ecuador's foreign debt illegitimate, and rejected the lease of military bases for US security operations. The openness of the migratory agenda began with the inclusion of emigration as a prime concern followed by Colombian asylum seekers. The Self–Other identities mobilised during this shift turned the Ecuadorian Self into an Emigrant Self, and the Colombian Asylum-Seeking Other as an Equal, challenging the infiltrations discourse.

The Emigrant Self emerged as a counter-discourse to the securitisation of South American immigration in the United States and Europe. Correa publicly challenged restrictiveness in the 'North', labelling the 2008 European Returns Directive as the 'directive of shame'. The Directive had detrimental effects on the Ecuadorian diaspora, exacerbating racist and xenophobic attitudes against Ecuadorians living in Europe. The Ecuadorian emigrant was ascribed as a courageous victim of the neoliberal system and the restrictive responses in their countries of abode. Correa's speeches, as seen below, show the ambivalent identity of the emigrant Self.

Correa addressed emigrants abroad as 'millions of brothers and sisters expelled from their own land in that national tragedy called migration', the 'exiles of poverty' who 'by the sweat of their brow have maintained this economy alive through remittances'. The language used to construct the emigrant Self highlights the gravity of the national crisis expelling impoverished emigrants, an unwilling exodus from the polity. The subject position of excluded Ecuadorian emigrants abroad, subordinated to the Global North's restrictive frameworks, reiterated their victimhood. In return, the government became the protector of emigrants 'in any place of the planet'. The economic crisis, the tense bilateral relations with the United States, and the regional discourse were key features in Correa's construction of the emigrant Self:

Migrant brothers: this president will never forget that during the long and sad neoliberal night … Ecuador was supported by the poor, the humble, those who never received the right to work in their homeland, but never forgot, and never stopped sending remittances from abroad, nor
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stopped loving the homeland, or nurturing it with their effort, with hope. To our migrant brothers, thank you; this is your government.

There are various symbols alluding to the nation and belonging. Emigrants were heroic and courageous ‘countrymen’ from the ‘homeland’. The rhetorical device of the ‘neoliberal night’ indicates traces of the region’s ideological position. Economic contributions through remittances positioned emigrants as heroic and deserving of rights. This discursive construction of the emigrant Self was supported by new transnational policies to protect and promote emigrants’ rights, encourage their return, and strengthen their links with Ecuador. The slogan ‘We are all migrants’ championed by the Correa administration and used in campaigns abroad captures this politicisation move.

Another important measure to transform the migratory agenda was the creation of the National Secretariat of the Migrant (SENAMI), as the lead institution for the planning, management, and evaluation of migration policy, primarily focused on emigration.

The openness of the political agenda included other migratory groups besides Ecuadorians abroad. The agenda expanded as a matter of coherence, as elaborated by a former secretary of SENAMI, Francisco Hagó:

we cannot talk about rights without responsibilities and the Ecuadorian state, the Ecuadorian society cannot ask to recognise rights for the diaspora without the same society recognising rights for immigrants.

Another interviewee from the assembly bluntly adds:

You could not treat the immigrant like a dog and at the same time tear your heart out when Spain asked Ecuadorians for an entry visa. No, no, you had to speak about both at the same time ... and that demanded coherence.

Both interviewees mention coherence as a catalyst for the expansion of the agenda. The simile of treating the immigrant ‘like a dog’ alludes to the previous xenophobic and exclusionary language (i.e. ‘job snatchers’, guerrilla men, criminals) and measures used to securitise Colombian arrivals. The metaphor of ‘tearing your heart out’ illustrates the emotional charge of the emigration experience and reaffirms the government’s construction of emigrants as courageous victims. In parallel to the discursive moves from the government, policy changes opened the political space to other forms of mobility. For instance, Ecuador’s first Migration Policy recognised the human rights of migrants and established that migration is a right.

Another proposal was the National Development Plan (2007), which explicitly condemned the implementation of a criminalising and military approach to the ‘Colombian displacement issue’. Instead, the plan focused on status regularisation, assistance, and humanitarian responses for Colombian asylum seekers. A key display of such an attempt to transform the Colombian Other
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is Correa’s speech on Plan Ecuador (2007), a counter-initiative to Plan Colombia. Invoking the emigrant Self, a non-threatening identity emerged for Colombians:

When we think about Colombian refugees, the dismay of our exiled Ecuadorians due to poverty, lack of employment, opportunities and hopes for the future, comes to our mind. They, like Colombian citizens, left everything behind: the memory, the flag, the breeze of their peoples. They left behind their family, loved ones, children, shoes, their songs.

The displaced Colombians cannot look back, not because of fear of becoming a pillar of salt but because they are certain that if they do, they will forever be a forgotten coffin, a lost memory. This is why Ecuador also protects the Colombian displaced, not because of a bounty hunting game. Because we see ourselves in their mirror of pain because we cannot have double standards demanding fair treatment for our own, our fellow countrymen, and forget refugees from other nations. Because we believe there are no illegal human beings.\(^\text{132}\)

Weaving parallels between emigration and asylum was central to including Colombian refugees in the political agenda. The loss of the nation, the injustice of displacement, and the limited agency when uprooting are common themes. Through similes and metaphors, Correa depicts Selves and Others as equals, grounded on similar predicaments stemming from the migratory experience: ‘the dismay of our Ecuadorians’ is the dismay of Colombians because ‘They like Colombian citizens’ left all behind. More tellingly, both groups see each other in the metaphoric ‘mirror of pain’ and share common understandings of the homeland. The extract conveys the dangers of returning to Colombia as the biblical tale of the ‘pillar of salt’ and ultimately facing death in a coffin. This discursive move reframed the constructed identity of Colombians as equals who share the tribulations of displacement, and whose humanity is acknowledged despite the legality of their status. However, their Otherness is retained, after all, Colombians are ‘refugees from other nations’ outside the political community. Besides presidential rhetoric, paradigmatic constitutional and policy changes reiterated the emerging construction of the equal Colombian Asylum-Seeking Other.

The 2008 Constitution recognised an ensemble of rights and protections for migrant and refugee populations. This desecuritisation move shows the government’s rearticulation of interests from a position of control towards the recognition of rights. Approved by 63.96% of voters, the constitution redrew the understandings of nation, identity, and belonging.\(^\text{133}\) For instance, it recognised the right to migrate (Article 40), to seek asylum, universal citizenship (Article 416.6), equality between foreigners and nationals, and it prohibited discrimination due to migratory status (Article 11.2). In terms of refugee protection, the constitution guaranteed the exercise and enjoyment of rights, humanitarian and legal assistance, non-refoulment, non-criminalisation or prosecution for illegal entry (Article 41), and the prohibition of mass expulsions (Article 66). Furthermore, domestic, regional, and international human rights instruments were of direct and immediate application (Article 11), which was especially important since restrictive secondary laws were still in force. Another example is Ecuador’s Asylum Policy (2008), which addressed regularisation and local integration for the Colombian asylum-seeking population. According to the policy, the rights-based approach guaranteed the rights of people outside (Ecuadorians abroad) and inside (Colombian refugees and immigrants) the Ecuadorian territory independently of migratory status.\(^\text{134}\)

Following the steps outlined in the methodology, I will now turn to Hansen’s strategies. According to Hansen’s guidelines, there are two main signs of rearticulation, the existence of a political solution and the transformation of the friend–enemy distinction. During the first desecuritisation shift, the migratory agenda in Ecuador transformed, opening the public sphere Hansen refers to. The government politicised the emigrant identity as an extension of the nation, against


the backdrop of uneven power relations between the country and the region and foreign actors. Crafting the Self as courageous and a contributor to the economy justified policy changes and the creation of specialised institutions. The governmental discourse established parallels between the migratory tragedies of Ecuadorians and Colombians, who inhabit the same mirror of pain, and whose return is not possible. In this context, the political agenda opened for other forms of migration, including asylum. The governmental discourse, supported by paradigmatic constitutional and policy changes, challenged previous images of threat ascribed to the Colombian Asylum-Seeker Other, turning their identity into Equal Others. In the first shift, the political agenda opened, and the identities of Self–Other underwent significant changes, reconstructing what it meant to be a Colombian asylum seeker.

**Shift 2. Management of the asylum system: Suspecting the Colombian Asylum-Seeker Other**

In the second shift, the dominant theme was the management of the asylum system. Here, the main aim was to prevent a possible spillover of Colombia’s internal armed conflict. The identity of the Self now includes caution and turns the previously Equal Colombian Asylum-Seeker Other into the Suspicious Refugee Other. The Angostura crisis facilitated this shift. In March 2008, the Colombian army conducted Operation Phoenix, an attack on FARC’s campsite on the shared border. The Correa government argued that the attack was a violation of sovereignty, while his Colombian counterpart accused Correa of having links with FARC. Both governments froze relations until 2010. Amid the crisis, a discourse of uncontrolled open doors emerged.

Angostura opened fissures in the trajectory of desecuritisation. Via Executive Decree 1417, the government diluted the rights-based discourse by re-instating criminal records for Colombians as an entry requirement on the grounds of safety and public order. In May 2009, Decree 1635 aimed at filtering asylum applications. Nevertheless, given the contradiction with constitutional provisions, the decree did not enter into force. While the Self became a Cautious Self, the identity of the Colombian Asylum-Seeker Other fluctuated between recurrent associations with criminality and danger and subjects to be protected.

In 2009–10, the government implemented the Enhanced Registration Programme (ERP). The ERP sought to recognise minimum standards of protection for de facto Colombian refugees. In a year, the programme recognised 27,740 Colombian refugees, which constituted a significant feat considering that by 2008, the total number of applications approved was 20,682. The ERP achieved relative success and received international recognition as an iconic and unprecedented example of asylum protection in the region. Despite the merits of the programme, in its aftermath, popular and elite discontent surfaced and ruptured desecuritisation.

The second shift in the desecuritisation of Colombian refugees was ambiguous. There were glimpses of the securitisation discourse from the Gutiérrez administration and existing attempts to maintain the politicisation of Colombian refugees via the ERP. As such, it shows synergy with Hansen’s view of stabilisation. The political engagement is still present, in a ‘less militaristic, less violent’ manner, pushing the issue to the background. Stabilisation is about activating the Other’s
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non-threatening identity even when the broader challenge is active. In this second shift, the internal armed conflict is ongoing, as is the bilateral crisis, but the government ‘manages’ the Colombian Asylum-Seeker Other through the ERP.

**Shift 3. Deterrence and removal of infiltrations: The re-infiltrated Colombian Refugee Other**

The third shift in desecuritisation’s trajectory shows a retreat to the infiltration discourse. Accordingly, the main aim was to identify potential infiltrations from the ERP and remove them. The identities constructed in this shift are of Self as protectors of the political community and Infiltrated Colombian Refugee Others. The Angostura crisis opened a window of vulnerability whereby sectors of the government and the public rejected the rights-based position seen in the previous shift. By consensus, interviewees from the legislative branch, Public Defenders’ Office, and the NGO sector agree that there was a generalised perception that guerrilla, paramilitary, and criminal elements had successfully infiltrated the country given the expedient and flexible recognition process of the ERP. For instance, the general district attorney described the refugee status as a ‘protective shield’ to break the law and commit crimes, while the undersecretary of migratory affairs believed that the infiltration of criminals was an ‘evident’ consequence of the ERP. The testimony of an interviewee who participated in the ERP is illuminating:

> The ERP moves forward and there is a constant doubt, a feeling that we [the government] had opened the door too much … Various cases were revised later by the Commission because many people I believe did not, did not necessarily deserve status and this casts doubts for the state: ‘so, I have opened the door and I believe I recognised more [people] than I should have.

The infiltrations discourse seen in the Gutiérrez administration now takes a new form, tied to the ‘open doors’ metaphor. The identity of the Colombian Asylum-Seeker Other acquired a new understanding morphing into an Infiltrated Refugee Other. Power relations change accordingly, diluting the protection needs of refugees in favour of depictions of deceit and danger, questioning the trustworthiness of the refugee status. In this vein, the cautious Self became protective, mobilising urgency language and measures. For the president, Colombian refugees recognised in the ERP were infiltrated criminals, demonstrating the widespread support for the infiltration discourse:

> It [the ERP] had deficiencies, there were abuses, it was not well-controlled … before, anyone presented an asylum application, there were too few requirements. Sometimes delinquents sought asylum and they became refugees. This is coming to an end.

Correa’s infiltration discourse constructs the categories of bogus and legitimate applicants, a central device to tighten the asylum process and mobilise a set of restrictive measures. The need to revise and filter the bogus, potentially dangerous ‘Other’ contrasts with the discourse of equality and recognition championed in the first shift. The Other, whose migratory experience was allegedly similar to the Self and who deserved rights, became the threatening Other associated with criminality and abuse of the asylum system.
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The receiving society supported the infiltration discourse. Colombian refugees in Ecuador were perceived as criminals, drug traffickers, and guerrilla members, and Colombian women as sex workers. In a survey conducted at the time, 73.1% of the population believed that foreigners generated insecurity, 64.2% had a bad or very bad opinion about Colombians, and 65.1% disagreed with flexible entry for foreigners. Yet border controls (65.9%) and deportations (49.4%) were welcomed. In the experience of a former civil servant from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, as migration control intensified, locals voiced their rejection of the ERP:

Ecuadorians came to our offices to complain because we gave visas to refugees. For them, Colombians 'were thieves and scammers'.

Every night, every bus that passed by was stopped. Sniffer dogs searched the luggage on the bus, they looked for weapons, drugs, and migrants. And what are you looking for? I asked, and they replied 'Weapons, drugs, and migrants'.

The return of the infiltration discourse took the form of raids, detentions, and policy changes to filter 'bogus applicants'. The raid Operation Identity, for instance, targeted Colombian and Cuban persons. The most salient measure was Decree 1182 from 2012, which limited the lodging time frame of applications to 15 days, removed the extended definition of refugee, and allowed the removal of refugee status. In practice, the removal of status targeted the cases recognised in the ERP. Likewise, the decree incorporated a security provision to reject applications when there are 'founded reasons to consider that [the applicant] has committed crimes in Ecuadorian territory' or 'considered as threatening security or public order' (Article 26). Finally, given the increased focus on control, the Ministry of the Interior set up a private hotel as a Temporary Reception Shelter (known as Hotel Carrión, Centro de Acogida Temporal) to host applicants. However, in practice, the shelter operated as a detention facility.

The main characteristic of this shift is the re-emergence of the infiltration discourse, diluting the fragments of the rights-based position seen in the second shift. As prescribed by Hansen, the risk of stabilisation is having a broader issue in the background. The ERP underwent a 'crisis of legitimacy' in the aftermath of Angostura. Moral audiences and public authorities manifested their dissent towards the ERP and the 'open doors' position, vouching for stricter measures. Correa himself pointed at the deficiencies of the ERP and warned about possible infiltrations, which justified the persistent deployment of securitising measures to identify, filter, and remove the infiltrated and bogus Colombian Refugee Others. As the data demonstrates, resecuritisation undermined the managerial strategy of stabilisation.

Further remarks

The 'open doors' moment in Ecuador demonstrates that, albeit temporarily, the desecuritisation of asylum seekers and refugees is possible. Desecuritisation involves the re-politicisation of securitised actors or issues. For Buzan et al., ‘ politicization means to make an issue appear to be open, a matter of choice, something that is decided upon’ as part of public policy, demanding resources
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and decision-making. In this case, a rights-based approach to emigration, immigration, and asylum politised Colombian asylum seekers and refugees, downgrading the issue from the securitised realm. Desecuritisation relied upon rhetorical, legal, and institutional changes, reflecting the government's ideological stance and alignment with the regional discourse. Importantly, the reconfiguration of the 'threatening' Colombian Asylum-Seeker Other took place in parallel to the politisation of Ecuadorian emigrants in the Global North. Thus, welcoming Colombian asylum seekers became a matter of coherence in contrast to the restrictive legal systems and xenophobia that Ecuadorians experienced abroad. The creation of specific policies and institutions addressing migration and asylum is not only a sign of politicisation but also evidences a departure point from the previous securitisation apparatus, regulated by an obsolete Migration Law from the 1970s which enshrined the national security doctrine and where traditional security institutions led migration matters. An iconic example of Ecuador's rights-based desecuritisation is the 2008 Constitution. The constitution was a product of deliberation in the constituent assembly and had support from the public as seen in the referendum results. It incorporated paradigmatic provisions such as the right to migrate and seek asylum, equality between nationals and foreigners; it prohibited discrimination due to migratory status, decriminalised illegal entry, and acknowledged the protection and exercise of rights for refugees. Another distinctive measure was the 2008 Asylum Policy and the implementation of the Enhanced Registration Programme (ERP) (2009–10), recognising the status of 27,740 Colombian refugees.

There were three shifts in the trajectory of desecuritisation, bringing relevant insights into our empirical understanding of Hansen's strategies and the transitions between securitisation and desecuritisation. In the first shift, desecuritisation emerged via the transformation of the migratory agenda. Against the expectations of a managed transitional period before a desecuritisation, in this case, there was an abrupt move from securitisation to desecuritisation via rearticulation, the most 'radical' or transformative strategy. Multiple policies were enacted during this short period including the new constitution, aligning with Hansen's view of rearticulation as 'actively offering a political solution to the [perceived] threat'. The government's framing of the emigrant Self as a courageous victim of the 'neoliberal night' and the 'tragedy' of migration paved the way for a new perception of Colombian Others. Here, the identity of the Other transitioned from infiltrated guerrilla members and criminals to equals who share the 'tragedy' of uprooting, in a 'mirror of pain'. Colombian asylum seekers became non-threatening Others, outside the friend–enemy relations.

As Hansen observes, there might be voluntarism and power dynamics shaping rearticulation. The rights-based approach used in rearticulation could be interpreted as an instrument in the bilateral tensions, since the government portrayed Plan Ecuador as the antithesis of Plan Colombia. The politicisation of emigration, in addition to regional and binational factors, allowed rearticulation to take place. Another less explicit factor is the shared historical, linguistic, and cultural affinities between Ecuador and Colombia. In particular, the shared border has been a space where inhabitants from both sides of the border coexist and where national identities are more difficult to untangle.

In the second shift, the government focused on managing the asylum system. As bilateral relations worsened, the trajectory of rearticulation devolved into stabilisation. This moderate strategy unfolded as Colombian asylum seekers continued moving outside of the security discourse, while the bilateral crisis loomed in the background. To prevent infiltrations, the government attempted to request criminal records before entry and modify the asylum procedure via executive decrees.
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These legal moves aimed at limiting the ‘open doors’ approach. However, the political space was not fully constrained as Colombian asylum seekers continued to be politicised. Despite glimpses of the security narrative, the Correa administration implemented the mass Registration Programme (ERP, 2009–10), pushing desecuritisation’s trajectory forward. Consequently, the identity of the equal Colombian Asylum-Seeker Other became ambivalent, tapping into previous associations with the internal armed conflict.

The third shift was about deterrence and removing perceived infiltrations marked by a general rejection of the ERP. A relevant finding here is that Angostura prompted a crisis of legitimacy for the ERP, confirming that consent is central to securitisation and desecuritisation processes. Formal and moral audiences bluntly rejected the outcome of the ERP (i.e. the recognition of Colombian refugees). The crux of the rejection was the perceived sheer number of refugees recognised in the programme, which allegedly opened the door to infiltrated criminals. Accordingly, there were sexist, xenophobic, and discriminatory reactions to Colombian refugees. Discursively, the Colombian Refugee Other was deemed as an infiltrated criminal, abusing the asylum system. Considering the audiences’ disapproval, the government deployed measures of control which mimicked the infiltration discourse from the Gutiérrez administration. Raids, harsher entry requirements, stricter rules for the asylum procedure, the removal of status, and the creation of a processing facility evidenced the return to securitisation. The fragments of the infiltration discourse advanced in the securitisation stage show that the issue was no longer managed through the normal course of politics but taken to the realm of urgency.

To conclude, this article’s aims were to analyse the trajectory of desecuritisation strategies in a Global South case study, Colombian asylum seekers and refugees in Ecuador (2005–12). The article offers an overview of the factors that enabled and constrained the trajectory of desecuritisation strategies. One of the factors that enabled rearticulation was the ideological cleavage in the region and its respective shift in migration policy. In this case, the Ecuadorian government crafted the rights-based position as a counterforce to the securitarian approach in the Global North, reaffirming the value of recognising differential power relations between the North and South. Another enabling condition was the Ecuadorian context of democratic invigoration in migration politics. Here, the politicisation of emigration might explain the continued move towards the inclusion of Colombian asylum seekers in the agenda. This factor is particularly interesting because the openness of the public sphere and recognition of human and political rights are no guarantees of pro-immigration reforms, as seen in other Global South settings.

There were two constraining factors in the trajectory of desecuritisation. First was the bilateral crisis with Colombia, and second, as the ERP ended, formal and moral audiences bluntly rejected the initiative. The lack of consent from audiences undermined the legitimacy of the ERP, putting the stabilisation strategy to test. The latter proved to be decisive given the re-emergence of the infiltrations discourse and the plethora of securitising measures that ensued. Therefore, while the question of whether resecuritisation is inevitable remains unanswered, the analysis confirms that stabilisation is prone to securitisation. The centrality of the audience in this analysis reaffirms Balzacq’s contention that consensus is needed to legitimise practices and construct/recast shared meanings.

This study has provided a narrative of desecuritisation in an under-explored region, contributing to the conceptual exploration of desecuritisation strategies in the societal sector and the empirical analyses of (forced) migration beyond the Global North. The analysis brings to the fore interesting findings with comparative implications. For instance, the (re)securitisation of Colombian asylum seekers and refugees in Ecuador focused on nationality rather than other dimensions of identity, as it is typically identified in European societies where culture, religion,
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and ethnic background are more explicitly addressed.\textsuperscript{160} In a similar vein, the Ecuadorian government did not recall religious arguments to set in motion desecuritisation, as seen in Turkey’s Islamic discourse of hospitality and ethnic kinship.\textsuperscript{161} However, in terms of securitisation, the tools deployed by the Gutiérrez and Correa administrations are similar to those of the European Union, including a recurrent association with criminality.\textsuperscript{162} While this case has paved the way to locate desecuritisation in South America, there is potential for future comparative studies with other countries during the post-neoliberal wave and in its aftermath, especially as new refugee groups in the region continue to arrive from Venezuela. Furthermore, given the salient role of the audience, another way forward for desecuritisation studies is turning to receiving societies and how they perceive and embrace diversity. This analytical move is especially important in less homogeneous societies where various identities coexist. Be it interculturalidad in Latin America or karam in Islamic societies,\textsuperscript{163} the (de)securitisation ‘tour’ should continue expanding the geographical scope of the framework.
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